Abstract: A multi-point approximation method clarifies supramolecular chirality of twofold rotational or helical assemblies as well as bundles of the one-dimensional (1D) assemblies. While one-point approximation of materials claims no chirality generation of such assemblies, multi-point approximations do claim possible generation in the 1D assemblies of bars and plates. Such chirality derives from deformations toward three-axial directions around the helical axes. The chiral columns are bundled in chiral ways through symmetry operations. The preferable right-or left-handed columns are bundled together to yield chiral crystals with right-or left-handedness, respectively, indicating that twofold helix symmetry operations cause chiral crystals composed of achiral components via a three-stepwise and three-directional process.
Introduction
Since the discovery of cholic acid inclusion compounds [1] [2] [3] , our research has been devoted to supramolecular chirality in crystals of chiral molecules, such as steroids [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] and alkaloids [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] . The fascinating relations between molecules and their assemblies gradually directed us toward achiral molecules. In 2006, we encountered the fact that a twofold helical (21) assembly of benzene molecules in cholic acid channels (Figure 1a ) is similar to stairs in daily life (Figure 1b) [19] .
The evoking idea was that even achiral groups and molecules can afford twofold helical assemblies with supramolecular chirality [20, 21] . However, every textbook for crystallography has the following content; both clockwise and anti-clockwise rotations by 180° yield identical assemblies without handedness [22] [23] [24] . In fact, one can find only a single notation (21) for twofold helices (Figure 1c) , in contrast to a pair of notations (31 and 32) for threefold helices (Figure 1d ). Such a discrepancy between the fact and the theory prompted us to reconsider a root of molecular and supramolecular chirality, facing with the discrepancy which lies between twofold rotation operations in space groups and chirality generation in space geometry. Solution of the discrepancy exposed chirality in crystals and opened a new frontier in supramolecular chirality ( Figure 2 ) [25] [26] [27] . This article deals with a geometric elucidation for generating supramolecular chirality in twofold helical assemblies of achiral components. The first section describes chirality generation of assemblies of bars and plates (Figure 1e ) as well as tilt-chirality around an axis (Figure 1f ) by multi-point approximation methods. The solution of the discrepancy proved generation of chiral assemblies from achiral components. Subsequently, we focus hitherto overlooked supramolecular chirality of twofold rotational or helical (21) molecular assemblies and their bundles in organic crystals. The resultant geometric method for constructing crystals is linked with the crystallographic space groups [22] [23] [24] , supramolecular synthons [28] , weak non-covalent interactions [29] [30] [31] , and graph sets [32, 33] . The final part is briefly concerned with a linkage between molecular and supramolecular chirality in the hierarchical structure of universe.
Hitherto Overlooked Supramolecular Chirality in Organic Crystals

Supramolecular Chirality in Deformed Assemblies
Molecular chirality has its origin in tetrahedral asymmetry, and diversifies into axial, facial, and helical asymmetry on the basis of strong covalent bonds. On the other hand, supramolecular chirality lies in molecular assemblies which are constructed by weak non-covalent bonds [34] . In principle, supramolecular assemblies are usually larger and more flexible than molecules. Therefore, slight deformations from a symmetric structure may construct supramolecular enantiomers, indicating that supramolecular chirality composed of achiral molecules can spread more comprehensively than molecular chirality. For simplicity, Figure 3a illustrates assemblies of achiral substances, such as two bars, two plates, a tetrahedron, and a cube.
Continuous helices of macromolecules, such as DNAs and proteins, have right-or left-handedness at a glance, and the same goes for threefold discontinuous helices. In contrast, twofold discontinuous helices involving rotations by 180° have been left unsolved regarding chirality generation (Figure 3b ). In general, slight steric differences are dynamically lost in solution state, but are fixed in solid states, particularly in crystals as a supramolecular entity [35] . Current computer graphics using crystal data enables us to precisely measure various slight deformations from a symmetric structure, namely, various locational differences between and/or among molecules. Nonetheless, supramolecular chirality in twofold discontinuous helices has not been discussed owing to the following mysterious reason. 
Conventional Idea for Chirality Generation in Major Crystals Involving 21 Helices
The crystallography bases space group theory that crystalline assemblies are formed by various combinations of symmetry operations, such as inversion, rotation, and translation [22] [23] [24] . It is mathematically known that a twofold rotation operation by 180° around an axis yields an identical assembly through both clockwise and anti-clockwise rotations. This links with the common belief that a twofold screw (or helix) (21) operation, which consists of both rotations by 180° and translations by half of a pitch along a helical axis, yields an identical 21 assembly (Figure 3c) . Consequently, the 21 assembly of achiral molecules does not exhibit supramolecular chirality, while that of chiral molecules exhibit it. As a result, supramolecular chirality of 21 assemblies composed of achiral molecules has been overlooked since the establishment of the crystallography in the first half of the last century [36] [37] [38] [39] .
Furthermore, it is well known that a majority of crystals contain the 21 operations [40] . In fact, the Cambridge Structural Database (CSD) includes about seven hundred thousand of crystal data, and remarkably over 70% of organic crystals involve the 21 operations [41] . Moreover, about 10% belong to chiral crystals composed of achiral molecules [36] [37] [38] [39] . These facts indicate that it still remains open to interpret a mechanism for generating supramolecular chirality through the 21 operation. This mechanism may be closely related to that for enantiomeric resolution which has been continuously studied since the Pasteur's discovery [42] .
Chirality Generation from a Geometric Viewpoint
Based on 3D space geometry, we present chirality generation in assemblies of points, lines, and planes [25] [26] [27] . Practically, instead of them, we can often use balls, bars, and plates, supposing achiral organic molecules which are contacted and do not penetrate each other.
Four-point Assemblies and Their Handedness
First of all, we consider the simplest assembly of points according to 3D space geometry ( Figure 4a ). A two-or three-point assembly makes a line or a plane without chirality, respectively. The fourth point may be laid on the plane without generating chirality, or separated from the mirror plane in accompany with chirality generation. This means that the four-point assembly is either non-enantiomeric or enantiomeric. Naturally, the four points can be deformed much more freely than the covalently bonded molecules. In this manner, the four-point assemblies serve as the simplest basis for chirality generation in 3D space.
Right-or left-handedness of the four-point chirality can be determined according to the following sequence rule (Figure 4b ). The three points on the mirror plane (I, II, III) and the separating fourth point (IV or IV') are numbered with the predominant order; I > II > III > IV (IV'). As viewed from one side of the plane, the fourth point is placed in another side. When the points I, II, III are aligned clockwise or anti-clockwise, the assembly can be termed as right-or left-handed, respectively. This is similar to the well-known CIP rule for determining handedness in molecular chirality [43] , and is consistent with the three-axial coordination system when the point I is located at the origin (Figure 4c ). Conveniently, we can judge the handedness by using three fingers of thumb, index finger, and middle finger (Figure 4d ). 
Multi-point Approximation and Edge-view Methods for Bars and Plates
Geometrically, points are extended to lines. Imaging achiral organic molecules, we can use simple balls and bars. This replacement induced us to employ a multi-point approximation method for bars, which suits for a linkage with the four-point chirality. For simplicity, the ball and bar are treated as one-and two-point approximations, respectively. Figure 5a depicts assemblies of two identical balls and bars. Two balls do not make an enantiomeric assembly, but the two bars make either a non-enantiomeric or enantiomeric assembly. This is because the two-point approximation method allows the two bars to have the four points necessary for chirality generation. The two bars align in parallel or non-parallel on a single plane to yield the four points without generating chirality, while they intersect in non-parallel to yield the four points suitable for generating chirality. Giving a repeated sequence of the two bars with the predominant order (I > II > III > IV (IV')), their handedness ( sup R or sup S) can be determined. Next, the lines are extended to the planes or plates (Figure 5b ). Three-point approximation method allows two plates to have six points which may yield diverse arrangements in 3D space. For simplicity, a plate can be treated as a line which functions as an edge-view of the plate, and the line is termed as e-line hereafter. Such e-lines of two identical plates enable us to briefly discriminate a non-enantiomeric arrangement in parallel from an enantiomeric one in non-parallel. Assuming a repeated sequence of the two e-lines (I > II > III > IV (IV')), their handedness ( 
Tilt-chirality around a Virtual Axis
The four-point chirality is based on a mirror plane with the three points. This induced the idea that two points among the three points function as a virtual axis (Figure 5c ). Namely, the e-line involving the mirror becomes the virtual axis. Along this axis, a bar takes various alignments, which are classified into three categories; parallel, perpendicular, and tilt. As viewed from outside, we recognize a supramolecular enantiomer of the bars with right-or left-tilt alignment along the axis, corresponding to right-or left-handedness ( sup R or sup S), respectively. This is termed as tilt-chirality around a virtual axis. It is important that this tilt-chirality emerges without the following symmetry operations.
Chirality Generation by Symmetry Operations
The point (or ball), line (or bar) and plane (or plate) in geometry are linked to symmetry operations, such as rotation, screw (or helix), and translation in crystallography. The operations change the virtual axis into a real rotational or helical axis, resulting in columnar assemblies.
Rotation Operation
Twofold rotation operation affords a twofold rotational assembly of two identical molecules along a twofold rotation axis. Figure 6 exemplifies two identical bars and plates. The bars and plates placed on a single plane generate no chirality (Figure 6a,b) , but the intersecting ones generate it (Figure 6c,d) . Namely, the resulting assemblies are either non-enantiomeric or enantiomeric. This simple fact has been overlooked, causing the conventional idea that twofold rotations by 180° generate no chirality (Figure 3c ). We should focus attention on tilt-chirality around a virtual axis (Figures 1f and 5c) . In other words, clockwise and anti-clockwise twofold rotations by 180° have nothing to do with chirality generation. At last, the discrepancy regarding chirality generation through twofold rotations was solved. As viewed from outside of the axis, the intersecting bars are right-tilt or left-tilt along the axis, defining right-or left-handed assemblies ( sup R or sup S), respectively. This is because the two-point approximation method enables us to assign a repeated sequence (I > II > I' > II'). Regarding the plates, the intersecting bars are treated as e-lines, and are extended to two non-parallel and tilt plates. Like the bars, the e-lines have a repeated sequence, so that we define right-or left-handed assemblies ( sup R or sup S), respectively. In this way, the twofold rotation operation can afford a supramolecular enantiomer of the assemblies on the basis of tilt-chirality along an axis. We termed such chirality as supramolecular tilt-chirality [8, 12, 19, 20] . Similarly, the other three-, four-, and six-fold rotation operations in crystallography produce the corresponding assemblies of the identical bars and plates around their rotation axes. Each assembly exhibits chirality on the basis of tilt-chirality along each rotation axis, respectively.
Helix (Screw) Operation
A helix operation composes both rotation and translation operations. Therefore, the rotational assemblies are modified to helical ones through translation operation. For simplicity, Figure 6e exemplifies a 21 assembly of bars around a helical axis. The bars serve as e-lines and are extended to the helical assemblies of the plates (Figure 6f) . The bars and plates on a single plane generate no chirality, but the intersecting bars and plates do it. As viewed from outside of the axis, the right-or left-tilt bars and e-lines along the helical axis correspond to right-or left-handed helical assemblies ( sup P or sup M), respectively, owing to spontaneous assignment of a tandemly-repeated sequence (I > II > I' > II'). As a result, the twofold helix (21) operation can prepare a supramolecular enantiomer of the assemblies with supramolecular tilt-chirality, as in the case of the rotation operations.
Regarding the other helix operations, it has been conventionally considered that three-fold helix operation exhibits chirality with a pair of notations, 31 and 32, for right-and left-handedness, respectively. Similarly, there exist supramolecular enantiomers of 41 and 43, 61 and 65, 62 and 64, compared to no pairs of 42 and 63. However, the above-mentioned mechanism for chirality generation indicates that the 21, 42, and 63 helical assemblies of bars and plates are either non-enantiomeric or enantiomeric, as in the case of two-, three-, four-, and six-fold rotational assemblies.
Translation Operation and Others
In the case of the 21 helix operation, a virtual axis functions as a rotation axis which is parallel to a translation axis. Geometrically, the translation axis may become non-parallel to the rotation axis, enabling to yield a supramolecular enantiomer of translational assemblies of the planes (Figure 7a ). It is noteworthy that points and lines do not yield a supramolecular enantiomer of the translational assemblies, since they are located on a single plane. Handedness determination needs to discriminate front-and back-sides of the plane. For example, facial molecules with prochirality would become possible. The front-sides of the plates slide to right-to-top or left-to-bottom, resulting in a right-handed assembly, and vice versa. The other inversion operation of the plane produces a racemic assembly in anti-parallel alignment (Figure 7b ). 
New Idea for Chirality Generation through Twofold Rotations
In this way, the conventional idea for rotations by 180° must be changed to the new idea as follows (Figure 1f) . The clockwise or anti-clockwise rotations around an axis have nothing to do with chirality generation, while tilt alignments of bars or plates along the axis cause supramolecular chirality. Their handedness is attributed to the right-or left-tilt alignment around the axis, in contrast to the CIP rules in molecular chirality.
Supramolecular Chirality of 21 Helical Columns of Bars and Plates
A continuous helix has three directions around a helical axis; right-and-left, in-and-out as well as up-and-down [25] [26] [27] . In the case of a 21 discontinuous helix, these directions are related to x, y, z-axes of three-axial coordination system, where the helical axis is located along z-axis (Figure 8a ). We always observe any sliding along x, y, z-axes in the 21 columns of bars (Figure 8b ) and plates (Figure 8c ). Such deformations from symmetric structures can expose hitherto overlooked supramolecular chirality of the 21 helices. Remarkably, the up-and-down direction along the z-axis exhibits one mountain upside and the other valley downside, enabling to employ a graphical symbol with an attached arrow, like a continuous helix (Figure 8d ). 
Chirality Generation by Bundling of 2 1 Helical Columns
According to crystallography, combinations of symmetry operations are classified into 230 space groups [22] [23] [24] . Among them, we focus on major space groups involving 21 operations which produce various 21 columnar assemblies.
Bundles of the Preferable 21 Columns
The International Tables for Crystallography employs only one symbol for 21 symmetry operation, as exemplified in a unit cell for space group P21 (Figure 9a ) [22] . However, in the case of bars and plates, the 21 operation can bring about different 21 columnar assemblies with deformations along three axes, prompting us to modify the conventional symbol (Figure 9b ) [25] [26] [27] . Thus, the right-and-left direction is discriminated with an external curve, while the up-and-down direction is done with a black circle and an x mark in the center. Figure 9c displays four different 21 columns in space group P21, where right-or left-handed columns are arbitrarily selected. The existence of various 21 columns in the unit cell insisted us to select a preferable 21 column (Figure 9d ) [26, 27] The preferable column can be evaluated by the supramolecular synthons [28] and intermolecular weak bonds [29] [30] [31] , enabling to draw bundles of the columns by using the graphical symbols in Figure 8d . Figure 9e exemplifies a bundle of the right-handed preferable columns in space group P21. In addition, symmetry operations necessary for the bundle formation are inserted between the preferable helices by using lines for 21 helix operation as well as dots for inversion operation. 
Chirality Generation in Bottom-up Construction toward Crystals from Achiral Molecules
From a comparison of these figures, we proposed a bottom-up method for bundling the preferable column, termed as three-stepwise and three-directional process [44, 45] . The first step corresponds to formation of the preferable column along the z-axis. The second step lies in layer formation along the y-axis, and the third step consists of layer stacking along the x-axis. Such a bottom-up construction process can be linked with space groups as follows. Figure 11 displays the process for space groups involving the 21 assemblies; P21, P212121, P21/c, and Pbca. The process clarifies chirality generation in each step. In the first step, chirality arises from a preferable 21 column with right-or left-handedness (Figure 11a ). In the second step, chirality is derived from alignments of the columns. The right-or left-handed 21 columns alternatively align for space group Pbca, while the one-handed 21 columns align in parallel in keeping with the identical up-and-down direction, resulting in chiral layers for space groups P21, P212121, and P21/c (Figure 11b ). In the third step, chirality is based on the layer-stacking. The achiral layers stack for Pbca, and the right-or left-handed layers alternatively stack for P21/c. In contrast, the one-handed layers stack in parallel for P21 (Figure 11c ) and in anti-parallel for P212121 (Figure 11d ). 
Chiral Space Groups
Sixty-five among 230 groups are known as the chiral Sohncke symmetry space groups [39] . When symmetry operations are discriminable in chirality by themselves, they hold a pair of notations. Namely, 22 groups involving 31 and 32, 41 and 43, 61 and 65, 62 and 64 belong to chiral groups. On the other hand, the other 43 groups involving translation, 2, 3, 4, 6 rotations, as well as 21, 42, 63 helix operations yield either non-enantiomeric or enantiomeric assemblies as mentioned above. Therefore, the 43 groups belong to either chiral or achiral groups, meaning that achiral molecules have latent possibility to yield chiral crystals which belong to any of the Sohncke space groups.
Linkage between Molecular and Supramolecular Chirality
Chirality generations through deformation of hydrogen-bonding networks are attractive. A wide variety of the networks are well-known, including 0D rings or cubics [46] , 1D chains or columns [47] , and 2D sheets [48] . Their prototypes have symmetric structures, which are deformed by slight differences of molecular structures [49] . The resulting supramolecular chirality insisted us to advance the graph sets analysis which was established for systematic designation of the hydrogen-bonding networks [32, 33] . Alternatively, cubic clusters with triphenylmethyl (trityl) groups were found to become analogues of octacoordinated polyhedrons, such as triangular dodecahedron and trans-bicapped octahedron [50] . Interestingly, these polyhedrons exhibit flexibility and diversity of supramolecular chirality owing to deformation of the hydrogen-bonding networks.
A molecule with a single chiral element can yield an enantiomer of molecules with molecular chirality as well as a supramolecular enantiomer of molecular assemblies with supramolecular chirality. For example, a molecule with one stereogenic carbon (R or S) can yield an enantiomeric assembly ( M) has been confirmed by using organic salts of primary ammonium carboxylates [51] as well as 2-pyridyl alcohols [52] . Alternatively, the 21 assemblies of crystalline monomers such as benzoquinone methides undergo twofold helical polymerization [53] . Such a chirality linkage in organic crystals has been so far hidden in the hierarchical structures of universe [54, 55] .
Conclusions and Outlook
Eventually, we solved the overlooked problem of chirality generation through twofold rotations, leading to the idea that achiral molecules can create chiral 21 columns which are bundled via chiral bottom-up process to yield chiral crystals. It is attractive that each step of the process involves generation of supramolecular chirality, and that over 70% of the CSD involve the twofold helices. Hopefully, this article prompts to design achiral molecules suitable for preparing chiral crystals.
Fortunately, it has been confirmed that handedness determination methods are consistent among molecules, supramolecules, and materials in daily life, based on 3D space geometry. This is favorable for seeking a chirality linkage among the hierarchical structures in universe [54, 55] , where supramolecular chirality in crystals are significant as one of the expression of molecular information [3, 4, 8, 10] . The 21 helical columns seem to be analogous to 3D building-bricks in daily life, inducing a delightful research in crystal engineering toward creation of chiral materials, including organic, inorganic and polymeric compounds, starting from achiral components.
